ASTON MARTIN RACING CONFIRMS TWO-CAR GTE-PRO ASSAULT ON
2018/19 FIA WEC

•

New Vantage to make competition debut at TOTAL Six Hours of Spa-Francorchamps

•

Nicki Thiim, Marco Sørensen and Darren Turner share #95 Vantage GTE

•

New signings Alex Lynn and Maxime Martin paired with Jonny Adam in #97

•

Paul Dalla Lana, Mathias Lauda and Pedro Lamy to defend GTE Am world title

Friday 9 February, Banbury: Aston Martin Racing has confirmed it will race two brand new Vantage GTEs
in the GTE Pro category of the 2018/19 FIA World Endurance Championship (WEC) Super Season.

In a revised driver line-up, three-time Le Mans 24 Hours winner Darren Turner (GB) joins Danish pairing
and former GTE Pro champions Nicki Thiim and Marco Sørensen in #95 ‘Dane Train’ machine, while
exciting new Aston Martin Racing signings Maxime Martin (B) and Alex Lynn (GB) will share the #97 entry
with 2017 Le Mans 24 Hours GTE Pro winner Jonny Adam (GB).

In addition to this, the ultra-successful trio of Paul Dalla Lana (C), Mathias Lauda (A) and Pedro Lamy (P)
will return to defend their GTE AM world championship title in their trusty Aston Martin Racing V8 Vantage
GTE.
The strength of talent within the crews reflects Aston Martin Racing’s intent to hit the ground running with
the new Vantage, and the seriousness with which it takes the level of competition in the GTE Pro class in
the FIA WEC. The GT categories are now the most populated with manufacturers in the series, with no
less than five represented in GTE Pro.

All six drivers have played a role in the extensive development programme of the new Vantage GTE which
has now clocked up more than 10,500 miles of testing over the winter. Having focussed on durability for
much of this time, the team is now working on the performance and tyre development phase of the
programme ahead of the WEC Prologue at Circuit Paul Ricard on April 6, 2018.

For the first time in its history, the FIA World Endurance Championship will run over a 14-month period
from summer-to-summer beginning in Belgium with the TOTAL 6 Hours of Spa-Francorchamps on May 5
2018. It will incorporate two 24 races at Le Mans, and a return to Spa-Francorchamps in 2019, as well as

a 12-hours race at the famous Sebring circuit in the USA. The series will also include six-hour events at
Silverstone (GB), Fuji (J) and Shanghai (CHN).
Team Principal of Aston Martin Racing, Paul Howarth, said “The FIA has reinvested in the World
Endurance Championship, which is going to offer Aston Martin Racing the challenges it looks for when
competing in the top level of motorsport. Out heritage in the sport, and our track record shows that we are
all about delivering race wins and championship titles, and we look forward to fighting for both in the new
Super Season format, which also offers us the opportunity to return to Sebring in America and race at
great circuits like Silverstone and Spa.

"We are expecting the competitiveness of the GTE Pro category to be at the highest level ever, with a
massive talent pool of drivers as well as leading car manufacturers, which will lift the standard of racing to
a level it’s not seen before in WEC.”

John Gaw, Managing Director of Aston Martin Racing, added: "The evolution of the FIA WEC is moving
in a great direction for manufacturers within the sport. The GT category offers a unique, realistic,
achievable and most importantly a tough contested goal for prospective manufacturers when compared
to the prototype categories. You only have to look at historic battles such as at Le Mans in 2017 to see
that the GT category is alive with excitement and viewers of the series are offered the opportunity to see
some of the world’s top racing drivers battling it out in cars they can relate to.

"The new Vantage GTE replaces the previous Vantage in the PRO category for 2018. Our successes with
the previous car were documented on the global stage from our first race at Sebring in 2012 through to
scoring the GTE Pro class win at Le Mans in its final season. We hope to replicate this success in the
car’s final year in the AM category as a fitting send-off. The new car has been very impressive in preseason testing and that is true testament to the whole team back in the factory who have worked
synchronously with the design team at Aston Martin Lagonda and we are confident the new Vantage will
be a big step on from its predecessor. We have two new drivers joining the factory driver roster for 2018
with Alex and Maxime partnering AMR stalwarts Jonny Adam, Marco Sorenson, Nicki Thiim and Darren
Turner. These new signings reinforce our partnership and focus with FIA WEC and outline our strong
intentions from the outset."

Driver quotes:

#95, Aston Martin Racing Vantage GTE

Marco Sørensen: 'I'm super excited for the FIA WEC Super Season. It's going to be really special to go
into the next 14 months with a brand new car from Aston Martin Racing. I really want the results and that's
all that counts in my head. With Darren we have already been racing together in the #95 at Le Mans and
I know that he can do the job; I wouldn't want anyone else in the car so for me it's a perfect line-up. We
just have to go and win Le Mans and the world championship again! That's the main objective'

Nicki Thiim: 'This is something completely new coming towards to us, especially with the new car and
this new concept that the FIA and the ACO have come up with. It's going to be a historic season so I hope
that at the end, it is one that we will never forget. It's great to have Darren back, always good to have a
super-fast driver with a lot of experience in the car. It is something very special and something you really
need for the long distance races like Le Mans. Let's cross our fingers, the last time he joined our car we
won the world championship so I hope that is a good omen. I can't wait to get started again, we're all
sitting at home and shaking just to get back out there. It's time to go racing.’
Darren Turner: 'Ever since I first drove the new Vantage GTE I’ve been looking forward to Spa. The car
is a huge step forward from the old Vantage which already tells you a great deal considering the success
of that car. The design team at Gaydon have created a fantastic new model and have seen great gains in
the performance of the road car, which has given Aston Martin Racing the perfect platform to create an
exceptional racing car. Every element of the car is improved and from the driver’s seat it feels like a
significant step forward. It’s going to be very exciting for everyone going back to Le Mans with the new
car. We couldn't have wished for a better result last year and if we replicate that in 2018 it will be a fantastic
start to the new Vantage’s racing pedigree’

#97, Aston Martin Racing Vantage GTE

Alex Lynn: 'I'm extremely proud to be representing Aston Martin Racing with the rich history it has in the
FIA WEC. The success it's had in the past couple of years is unprecedented. The car itself is beautiful
and that is always the first hurdle to overcome; it has to look amazing! It's going to be a long season but
every race we go to is going to be an amazing experience. Maxime and Jonny are two extremely
successful drivers and I'm looking forward to sharing the #97 with those guys and hopefully we'll get a lot
of success. It goes without saying that I want to become world champion. I think when you represent a
team like Aston Martin you're here to win. They expect nothing less and neither to I.'

Maxime Martin: 'For me driving for Aston Martin Racing is really super-great. I'm coming from another
manufacturer so I have experience of big teams, but Aston Martin has such a lot of history. It is a brand
that is 100% dedicated to racing, so there is a lot to come and we have a bright future, especially with the
new Vantage GTE. I'm really excited to see how how close the new competition will be. I worked with Alex
at BMW in the N24 last year, though we were not in the same car, but the same company and I'm definitely
looking forward to racing with him again. He has a lot of speed and a lot of experience in different series,
just like Jonny. The only thing we are aiming for is victories and podiums, we will try to fight for the title
and go for a win in one of the two Le Mans 24 Hours.’
Jonny Adam: ‘Really excited to join Aston Martin Racing again for the FIA WEC and really looking forward
to returning to Le Mans. I’m super-excited to race the new Vantage. I’ve been part of the testing
programme and the car is definitely a step forward all around. It’s nice to be a part of the ‘era’. It goes
every bit as well as I think it looks on track. I can’t wait to get to Spa in May and see where the car is in
comparison to the rest of the competition. I’m really looking forward to returning to the #97 car again with

two excellent drivers in Alex and Maxime. We all want to showcase how good the new car is, and if we
can, put a world championship challenge together and fight to win another Le Mans.’

Aston Martin Vantage GTE Specification

ENGINE
4-litre V8 Twin Turbo
Bespoke Borg Warner turbos with integrated electric wastegates
Dry sump lubrication system
Engine repositioned to optimise mass
Power: 400 kW*
Torque: 700 Nm*
*Variable by boost

DRIVELINE/TRANSMISSION
Rear wheel drive with traction control
Xtrac six speed sequential transmission
Alcon motorsport multi-plate clutch
Mechanical limited-slip differential with externally adjustable preload
Semi-automatic paddle shift gear change
Direct acting electric gear shift actuator
Carbon fibre propshaft

CHASSIS
Lightweight aluminium chassis based on the latest Vantage production car
Steel roll cage to FIA safety standards
High-speed pneumatic jack system

SUSPENSION
Optimised geometry double wishbone suspension front and rear
Ohlins 5-way adjustable dampers
Adjustable anti-roll bars

STEERING
Electro-hydraulic power assisted steering
Quick release carbon fibre steering wheel

FUEL SYSTEM
100-litre fuel cell to FIA safety standards

Single point Krontec fuel coupling

BRAKES
Alcon monobloc six pot front callipers
Ventilated wide annulus front brake discs
Alcon monobloc 4 pot rear callipers
Ventilated rear brake discs
Integrated calliper temperature and pad wear sensors front and rear
Floor mounted driver adjustable pedal box
Driver adjustable front/rear brake bias

COCKPIT
Optimised for driver access and visibility
FIA 8862 safety seat
Six-point safety harness
Carbon fibre dash
FIA 8865 fire extinguisher system
Driver display and shift lights
Brake locking and traction control sensitivity lights
Rear view camera with Bosch collision avoidance radar system
Air conditioning
Electrically-operated driver drinks system

AERODYNAMICS/BODYWORK
Removable carbon-fibre body panels to FIA LMGTE regulations
Carbon fibre roof with regulation safety access hatch
Full length flat floor
Carbon fibre splitter and diffuser
Adjustable carbon fibre rear wing
Endurance LED bumper lights

WHEELS
TWS forged magnesium 12.5” x 18” front
TWS forged magnesium 13.0” x 18” rear
Captive wheel nut design

TYRES
Michelin 30/68 – 18 front
Michelin 31/71 – 18 rear

WEIGHT
Dry weight 1245kg (regulated base weight)
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